
 

Revision® Unveils SlingShot™ Ballistic Sunglasses 
 

Battlefield protection with everyday style  

Essex Junction, Vermont (for immediate release) – Revision Military, developer of best-in-class 

ballistic eyewear and trusted by forces around the globe, introduces the new SlingShot™ ballistic 

sunglasses. Featuring a browless design, off-the-charts anti-fog performance, adjustable and 

customizable fit, and rapid lens swap capabilities, the SlingShot exceeds stringent military ballistic 

impact requirements. 

At first glance, you’ll notice the unique style of SlingShot that delivers numerous advantages over 

traditional ballistic sunglasses. The browless design allows airflow to provide unparalleled venting and 

exceptional anti-fog capabilities. Additionally, the design allows for unobstructed views while in a head-

down or prone position – perfect for shooting sports applications.  

Providing the utmost flexibility and fit, Revision designed SlingShot to work across multiple 

environments, user demands, and scenarios. The temple arm design works seamlessly with head-

borne equipment for optimal comms compatibility and performance in the field while offering all-day 

comfort. Using our adjustable nosepiece the SlingShot conforms to any nose bridge, providing an 

optimal fit.  

The SlingShot features Revision’s innovative I-Vis® lens technology, an advanced dye formulation 

process resulting in a series of lens tints that markedly enhance visual performance. More than a 

single solution, I-Vis lenses are available in six tints, each optimized for use in different environments. 

Each tint is designed to increase contrast and elevate color recognition in specific geographic regions 

without the negative effects associated with traditional monochromatic lens tints. SlingShot I-Vis lenses 

come with Revision’s OcuMax® anti-fog and scratch coating and are easily swappable. 

Available to purchase now at www.revisionmilitary.com, a two-lens SlingShot kit featuring I-Vis Verso 

and Umbra lenses has an MSRP of $179.99.   

ABOUT REVISION  

Revision is relentlessly dedicated to protecting vision by developing and delivering purpose-built eye 

protection for military and tactical use worldwide. The Company has invested in the development and 

delivery of advanced laser protective solutions over the past decade and become experts in both 

ballistic laser protective solutions to protect military, law enforcement, and first responders today, as 

well as the distinct ability to develop custom solutions based upon the unique threat and situation. 

Revision specializes in integration for the optimum and necessary balance of protection and 

performance. 

http://www.revisionmilitary.com/


 

Revision Military is headquartered in Essex Junction, Vermont, USA. For more information, visit 

www.revisionmilitary.com, write media@revisionmilitary.com, or call +1 802.879.7002.  
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Above:  Revision’s new SlingShot™ Ballistic Sunglasses feature a browless design to provide unparalleled venting 
and exceptional anti-fog capabilities. Additionally, the design allows for unobstructed views while in a head-down 
or prone position – perfect for shooting sports applications. 
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Above:  Revision’s new SlingShot™ Ballistic Sunglasses provide the utmost in flexibility and fit to work across 
multiple environments, user demands, and scenarios. 

 


